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TRADING THE FINAL SILVER BULL MARKET MAJOR WAVE FIVE BREAKOUT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The final Major Wave Five breakout above the previous high of $6.445 in the 1970’s
silver bull market was almost impossible to trade. The reason it was virtually impossible
to trade is the fact that once the breakout occurred the price of silver went straight up
without much of a tradeable pause. If you sold because you expected a trading pause you
had to buy back in at a higher price or you missed the huge rise in the final silver bull
market Major Wave Five. The lesson learned from the 1970’s silver bull market final
Major Wave Five is don’t trade a final Major Wave Five in a silver bull market.
Will it be wise not to trade the current final Major Wave Five silver bull market breakout? Please notice the double bottom that followed the Major Wave Four low.
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The current Major Wave Four is a Running Flat Correction that bottomed at $13.62. This silver bull
market Major Wave Four low was followed by a double bottom just like the 1970’s silver bull
market Major Wave Four low shown on page 1. An important difference between the last silver bull
market and the current silver bull market is that the break out over the Major Wave Three high in
the current bull market takes place at the high of $21.44 and not the Running Flat B leg high of
$49.82. It is my guess that since the breakout over the Major Wave Three high in the 1970’s silver
bull market led to a monster non-tradeable bull move, the current breakout over the Major Wave
Three high of $21.44 will also lead to a monster non-tradeable bull move. This may mean that those
who wait for a breakout over the Running Flat Correction leg B high of $49.82 will be left at the
starting gate. My opinion is do not trade silver bullion or silver stocks from here on out. Hang on for
“The potential ride of your life.”
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiPtufpvJHkAhXQhOAKHcvmDcgQwqsB
MAB6BAgLEAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DYIbYCOiETx0&usg=AOvVaw120IGJJk_Yv-bfaAKpSN2a

“The forces in the direction of the larger trend are so powerful
that the pattern becomes skewed in that direction.”
E. W. P.
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Disclaimer: The contents of this letter represent the opinions of
Ronald L. Rosen. Nothing contained herein is intended as
investment advice or recommendations for specific investment
decisions, and you should not rely on it as such. Ronald L. Rosen is
not a registered investment advisor. Information and analysis above
are derived from sources and using methods believed to be reliable,
but Ronald L. Rosen cannot accept responsibility for any trading
losses you may incur as a result of your reliance on this analysis and
will not be held liable for the consequence of reliance upon any
opinion or statement contained herein or any omission. Individuals
should consult with their broker and personal financial advisors
before engaging in any trading activities. Do your own due diligence
regarding personal investment decisions.
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